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   It takes courage to pray. 

 I came across that concept when I saw the book “Courage to Pray” in a 

bookstore about 15 years ago.  Does anyone know that book? 

  First the book title intrigued me... then it irritated me. What! “Prayer gives me 

courage, so why do I need courage to pray?” I thought. So I bought it. 

 I’m not sure I am a “courageous pray-er” yet. I’ve got a ways to go.  

  I’ll explain later why deep prayer takes courage. And how such prayer can 

enrich our faith and lives. 

 Why this topic today? I raise it now because Psalm 20 is one of today’s 

lectionary readings. And the words of that psalm reminded me of my childhood 

prayers: I ask and God grants! That’s how I prayed when young. 1st Corinthians 

13:11 talk about our faith when we are children. 

   “When I was a child, I talked like a child, I thought like a child, I reasoned like 

a child.”  Hear the words again of Psalm 20. 

 “May he give you the desire of your heart & make all your plans succeed. May 

the Lord grant all your requests.”   

   Wow! Doesn’t that sound wonderful? Sign me up for that. It’s time to pray 

and buy lottery tickets, right? 

  Kidding aside, that’s no longer the connection I want with God. Oh, no!  The 

rest of 1st Corinthians explains how we mature in faith. 

 “When I became an adult, I put the ways of childhood behind me.”  

  Prayer is our most direct line to God, but deep prayer is more. It’s about 

relationship with the divine. 
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 Deep prayer is a bridge between the secular and the sacred. 

  We meet God/God meets us. Here’s how the book explained it. 

 “It is ultimately a mutual encounter. It is always a discovery not only of the 

other but also of ourselves,” the authors of Courage to Pray say. 

  Scholars identify 7 types of prayers. Guess what form we most use: HINT 

  “Dear Lord, please grant, ordain, direct  X, Y or Z for me, a friend or my loved 

ones.” Prayers of petition. We ask God to grant us or loved ones something. 

  I’m not criticizing any type of prayer or reasons for it. It’s natural to ask God 

for peace, relief, comfort, healing for ourselves or others. How we choose to 

pray to God is between us and God. 

   But Metropolitan Bloom, one co-writer of Courage to Pray, has a stark 

observation about prayers of petition where we just ask God for something. 

A prayer of petition alone isn’t a relationship; it’s a transaction. 

“We want something from God not God directly,” he says. 

  What kind of friendship would last with this one-sided behavior? Do we 

befriend folks because of WHAT they can do for us or do we choose friends for 

WHO they are? Is that how we define our God? 

  If our prayers are petitions to God, how is that a mutual relationship? And 

how does it help us grow or mature in faith?  I know I feel stuck when most of 

my prayers are just ones of petition. It’s a monologue not a dialogue. 

  “I want, I need, please give me…or my sister, mom, spouse, child, etc., this 

nation, that city, that state, etc., etc.” 

    Relational prayer is a two-way street. We open ourselves to God’s insights  

about ourselves. It’s a holy discovery. It takes courage to pray that way! Why? 

 Well, if relational prayer is a mutual encounter, what do we learn of ourselves; 

what does God reveal to us? 
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  Can we face the insights, hidden truths & self-knowledge that deep 

relational prayer elicits?  

   I have had way too much psychological training as a chaplain, but I know 

scientifically we can never understand ourselves fully. Scripture puts it 

another way. It says our full selves will only be revealed when we meet God. 

 1st Cor 13 says we can never truly see our whole selves. We see but a 

shadow until we meet our maker. I love the way the Bible expresses this. 

  “For now we see in a mirror dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in 

part; then I shall know fully, even as I have been fully known.” 

  Often just a little self-truth is hard to handle. It takes courage to pray. 

 It takes courage to excavate painful truths about ourselves. Or even to 

unearth our hidden gems. Because then God calls us to do something with 

both our broken parts and our whole parts. 

Take heart: Relational prayer doesn’t just dredge up the painful, the broken 

or the shameful.  Yet discoveries of our gifts also call for action. What do we 

do with those insights? 

   Relational prayer beckons us to change, adjust, adapt and that’s often 

painful. We face our broken-ness AND our wholeness. It is trans-formative. It 

takes courage to pray! 

     I maintain that we need prayer infused with hope.  I say hope vs 

optimism.  The difference? My brother calls himself optimistic; I say I am 

hopeful. They are NOT the same.  

  Optimism is seeking a specific outcome or result. I am optimistic I will pass 

the test, get the raise or close on that house. We have in mind what we want 

when we pray. 
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   Hope is an open-ended trust that God will bring me what I truly need vs. 

what I want. It means I trust that God knows what’s best for me. When I 

pray, I pray for insights not a specific solution. 

 Translate: Optimism is a human construct; hope is a divine one. 

 Back to Psalm 20: Recall this part? 

  “May the Lord grant all your requests.”    

   I said that was how I prayed as I child. I confess it’s hard to let go of that 

style as an adult - and even as a pastor. I so want a God of total protection. 

Don’t we all? 

  Who of us here doesn’t pray for protection from accidents, illness, loses and 

pain for us and others?  Alas, sometimes neither hope nor optimism can 

bring those things about. God has failed us then? Is that the conclusion? 

  No, for God never promised us absolute protection. It we had that, we 

would have no accidents, injuries, hurts, losses or death, divorce, financial 

setbacks, broken relationships. 

  But God does offer us absolute comfort. Being flawed humans, we just 

cannot accept it in all its depth, breadth and width. 

  So let us be courageous in our prayers and connect more deeply with God. 

And in that way, we become more the wholly dimensional, fully articulated 

people God calls us to be. 

 My prayer for you about that is expressed in Philippians 4: 6-7 

“Do not be anxious about any-thing, but in every situation, by prayer & 

petition, with thanksgiving, present your requests to God.   And the peace 

of God, which transcends all understanding, will guard your hearts and 

your minds in Christ Jesus.”      

 


